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outline
I precision in Higgs physics is a crucial topic for Run II and beyond
I measurements of differential distributions will be at the core of it

I this talk: selection of recent theoretical results

1. overview
2. pT,H spectrum in gluon fusion
3. jet-binned cross sections
4. fully exclusive event generators
5. conclusions

. by no means this talk is fully comprehensive, apologies in advance for leaving out important results
. not enough time to discuss Higgs pair production and EW effects
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cross-sections
tt̄H

gluon-fusion

. σtot : NLOQCD (+ NNLL)

3

. σtot : N LOQCD (+N3LL)

. dσ0 , dσ1 : NLOQCD

. dσ0 , dσ1 : NNLOQCD

. dσ: NLOEW

. dσ2 , dσ3 : NLOQCD
. σtot : NLOEW
+ mixed QCD-EW
. mq : LO (σtot : NLOQCD )

vector-boson fusion

VH

3

. σtot : NNLOQCD

. σtot : N LOQCD

. dσ0 : NNLOQCD

. dσjj : NNLOQCD

. dσ1 : NLOQCD

. dσjjj : NLOQCD

. dσ0 : NLOEW

. dσjj : NLOEW
for all details: HXSWG Yellow Report 4
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the Higgs pT distribution

!p

T,H

[& pT,j1 ] known at NNLO fully differentially, including decays (in the HEFT)

- 3 different NNLO methods!

.

[Boughezal,Caola et al. ’15; Boughezal et al. ’15; Chen et al. ’16]

cut on pT ,j

.cut on pT ,H

+ large and non-flat NNLO/NLO K-factors
+ reduced TH uncertainties
+ data/theory improves
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the Higgs pT distribution
I small pT ⇒ logarithms of mH /pT at all orders
I resummation at NLO+NNLL (NNLO inclusive) known in various approaches
[Bozzi,Catani et al.; Becher et al.] + [joint resumm: Marzani ’15; Muselli et al. ’17]

! matching at NNLO+NNLL (N3LO inclusive) now available

[Monni,ER,Torrielli ’16]

- new method to resum directly in direct space

[see also [Ebert,Tackmann ’16]]
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+ resummation: relevant below 30 GeV
+ medium-high pT : matching to differential NNLO matters (as expected): + 10 %
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+ resummation: relevant below 30 GeV
+ medium-high pT : matching to differential NNLO matters (as expected): + 10 %

 BSM & Higgs couplings: other important effects at small and large p

T
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light-quarks Yukawa from Higgs pT
I differential distributions affected by interference among top and light-quarks loops
- medium-to-low pT,H spectrum ⇒ bounds on charm Yukawa

[Bishara,Haisch,Monni,ER ’16]
[& similar ideas in [Soreq et al. ’16]]

∼ αS3 κc

∼ αS2 κ2c



mc
mH



mc
mh

2

log2



p2T
m2c



2

. one power of αS from charm PDF
. cc̄ → hg also included

- different κc scaling + log scaling ⇒ shape distorsion
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. non-Sudakov double log for mc< pT < mH
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- different κc scaling + log scaling ⇒ shape distorsion
- use normalized distribution to reduce uncertainties
+ result: κc ∈ [−16, 18]

input: ATLAS data & ≤ 10 % TH uncertainty
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×
I the method proposed in 1606.09253 is mainly limited by
0 TH precision
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- ≤ 10 % TH uncertainty

-5

I Can
0.8this be improved (e.g. reach 5 % TH uncertainty) ?

-10

- qq: NNLL + NLO available, in the 5FS

- gg: most subleading effects well-behaved or improvements in sight
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[Harlander et al. ’14]
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recent TH improvements & future prospects

! top-bottom interference with mass effects now known at NLO

[Melnikov et al. ’16 ’17; Lindert,Melnikov et al. ’17]

virt
dσtb

∼ Re

n

LO LO∗
At Ab +

o
αS  NLO LO∗
LO NLO∗
At
Ab
+ At Ab
2π

ANLO
→
b

+ ...

+ NLO corrections to t-b interference sizeable (O(40%))
+ same shape and size of NLO correction for t-t
+ NLO leads to reduction of (renorm.) scheme ambiguity for mb , especially pT,H < 60 GeV

I too early to say, but a dedicated study is now possible
- with 300 fb−1 ; 5 GeV bins ; assuming syst (exp) 3% & theory 5%
κc ∈ [−1.4, 3.8]
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boosted Higgs and finite mass effects
I a boosted Higgs can resolve loop effects from heavy BSM particles
[Banfi et al. ’13; Grojean et al. ’13; Azatov et al. ’13; ...]

I but need to know exact mass effects in the SM!
I NLO not yet known (it’s a complicated 2-loop computation). A lot is known at LO
- at high pT , heavy-top EFT significantly overestimates the distribution

- differential NLO HEFT + LO exact masses up to
H+3 jets
[Greiner et al. ’15-’16]
- NLOPS merging up to H+2 jets
[Buschmann et al. ’14; Frederix et al. ’16]

- have to be used, as they are the best
approximation available
- when completed, final answer will be the full NLO
computaion
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cross section in jet bins
I jet bin predictions (and their uncertainties): important for channels where events are
categorized based on jet multiplicity
I 2 examples:
a. “0-jet” cross section. Used for H → W W and H → τ τ , to suppress tt̄ background:
jet veto at 25-30 GeV
W

W
W
W

- how much is the signal affected by jet-veto?

b. 2-jets cross-section: will become more and more important, for measurement of VBF
production
- precise result for the signal, as well as for the contamination induced by gg-fusion
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the zero jet cross section

! 0-jet cross-section now known at N3LO + NNLL + LLR

[Banfi et al. ’15]

- NNLL resummation of log(mH /pT,veto )
[Banfi et al. ’12 (+heavy quarks ’13)]
[Becher et al. ’15; Stewart et al. ’13]

- N3LO and NNLO H+1 jet
[Anastasiou et al. ’15]
[Boughezal et al. ’15]

- jet-radius logarithms
[Dasgupta et al. ’14]

+ impact of N3LO: +2%
+ impact of resummation: +2% (not shown in plot above)
+ final perturbative uncertainty: ∼ 4 %
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VBF differential cross-section

! NNLO computation available

[Cacciari,Dreyer,Karlberg,Salam,Zanderighi ’15]

+ VBF cuts, corrections wrt
NLO can be sizeable, up
to 10-12 %
+ non-flat K-factor
+ higher-order not always
captured by NLO+PS

- ATLAS-CONF-2016-112: largest TH uncertainty comes from NLO+PS generators
- neither NLO+PS merging (hjj + hjjj) nor NNLOPS are there yet !
- approximate reweighting using NNLO distributions might help

[Sperka, ATLAS-CMS MC workshop, May ’17]
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MC generators for Higgs production
gluon-fusion
. NNLO + PS
. NLO+PS jet-merging:

tt̄H
. NLO + PS

0+1+2 jets

VH

vector-boson fusion

. NNLO + PS

. hjj: NLO + PS

. NLO+PS jet-merging: 0+1 jet

. hjjj: NLO + PS

HH
. NLO + PS (with exact mass effects up to NLO!)
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jet merging at NLO+PS and NNLO+PS
I NLO+PS tools are now well established (and automated)
I steady progress, mostly related to “NLO+PS merging’’
[MEPS@NLO, FxFx, UNLOPS, MiNLO, Geneva, ...]

! “NNLO+PS” can be achieved (for color-singlet production)

- gg → H at NNLO+PS with 2 methods
[Hamilton et al. ’13; Hoeche et al. ’14]

- prescription for tree-level mass-effects in NNLOPS
[Hamilton et al. ’15]

- pp → W H at NNLO+PS

[Astill,Bizon,ER,Zanderighi ’16]

- possible to include H → bb̄ at NLO
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future developments
I a parton shower has limited logarithmic
accuracy: assess this TH uncertainty

0.025

[e.g. recent work in Herwig7]

NNLL+NLO
MiNLO JVE R=0.4
MiNLO original

I improve logaritmic accuracy of MC tools,
using information from analytic
resummation
I “proof of principle” result (with MiNLO):
H+jj @ NLO, H+j @ NLO and H @ NNLO
[Hamilton,Frederix ’15]
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summary
I impressive progress has been made in our understanding of the perturbative structure of
Higgs-production processes
I gg → H and VBF inclusive cross sections known at N3 LO
I NNLO differential computations, matched with resummation when possible & needed, are
becoming the new standard
I residual uncertainties due to QCD are no longer the dominant ones
- in gluon-fusion (and HH), exact quark mass effects important
- EW corrections could be sizeable in exclusive fiducial regions

I several methods available for NLO+PS multijet merging
I NNLO+PS available for simple processes
- ideas to go beyond color-singlet production start to develop
I first steps towards better understanding of logaritmic structure of (N)NLO+PS tools (and of
PS uncertainties)
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Thank you for your attention!
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extra slides
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probing light-quarks Yukawa couplings
yq
mq
√ = κq
v
2

I no direct measurement for 1st and 2nd
generation
I few ideas proposed in the past 2-3 years:

I rare exclusive decays: h → J/ψ + γ,
h → Υ + γ, ...
[Bodwin et al. ’13, Kagan et al. ’14, Koenig,Neubert ’15]

.
.
.
.

main bkg: quarkonium + mistagged jet
|κc | < 430, |κb | < 78
[Run-I]
∼ 120 events @ 3 ab−1 (ATLAS+CMS, e + µ)
κc ∼ 15
[3 ab−1 [ATL note,no bkg syst]]
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I recasting of V + h(→ bb̄) production
[Perez et al. ’15 (+ Delaunay et al. ’13)]

. include charm mis-tagging into µb signal
strength
. |κc | < 230
[Run-I]
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I c + h production and flavour tagging
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. yc in production, only 1 c-tagging, clean
Higgs decays
. |κc | < 3.9
[3 ab−1 ]
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I total width (direct measurement)
. |κc | < 120(150)
[Run-I, CMS(ATLAS)]
. stronger constraints from indirect width
measurement |κc | < 15
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I total width (direct measurement)
I global fit: |κc | < 6.2

[Run-I]
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probing light-quarks Yukawa couplings
summary in one plot

[Perez et al. ’15]
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differential distributions
I Higgs distributions have started to be measured. They will improve substantially
in the future.
I Theoretical predictions are also nowadays under relatively good control (and they
will continue improving)
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theoretical calculation and uncertainty
I ggF: NNLL + NLO (full mass dependence at LO, NLO corrections in HEFT)
- for pT,H used new method for
resummation in pT space [Monni,ER,Torrielli ’16]

[Banfi,Monni,Zanderighi (+Salam) ’13]

I quark-initiated: MG5 aMC@NLO

 TH uncertainty: 5-10 %

dσ/d ptH [pb/GeV]

- for pT,j : JetVHeto
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- validated against existing results
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How can this be improved (i.e. reach 5 % TH uncertainty)?
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How can this be improved (i.e. reach 5 % TH uncertainty)?
. quark-initiated: NNLL+NLO available, in the 5FS
[Harlander et al. ’14]
. NLO mass effects in Higgs spectrum not yet available
partial results [Melnikov et al. ’16]
. log(pT /mq ) might not require resummation for bottom and charm (∼ 0.2% in shape)
partial results [Melnikov,Penin ’16], and [Caola et al. ’16]

. N3LL Sudakov resummation in sight
. αS uncertainty at most 2% for gg-induced; PDF errors mostly cancel
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experimental accuracy
I statistics will not be a limitation here
I future projections for Run II and HL-LHC systematics: few %

⇒ very likely, in the long run, TH precision will be the limiting factor
⇒ at least reaching 5% TH precision seems feasible
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future projections
I use Higgs pT : should be cleaner both experimentally and theoretically
(non-perturbative effects expected to be small, < 2%)
I assume combination of γγ, ZZ, W W

1. Run-II [300 fb−1 , 5 GeV bins]
. syst (exp) 3% ; theory 5%

κc ∈ [−1.4, 3.8]
2. HL-LHC [3 ab−1 , 5 GeV bins]
. syst (exp) 1.5% ; theory 2.5%

κc ∈ [−0.6, 3.0]

. under these assumptions, at HL-LHC: κb ∈ [0.7, 1.6].
|κs | ∼ 30 (assuming κb = 1 and profiling κc ). This is a factor 100 better than h → φγ
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“qg (gluon fusion)” with “qg (Yukawa)”

I this interference is zero in the 5FS.
I in 4FS, it’d be parametrically
suppressed for large κ:
. linear in κ
. no log enhancement

I needs be included for small κ’s.
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